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Abstract. Our investigation aims at classifying images of the intangi-
ble cultural heritage (ICH) in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam. We collect
an images dataset of 17 ICH categories and manually annotate them.
The comparative study of the ICH image classification is done by the
support vector machines (SVM) and many popular vision approaches
including the handcrafted features such as the scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) and the bag-of-words (BoW) model, the histogram of
oriented gradients (HOG), the GIST and the automated deep learning
of invariant features like VGG19, ResNet50, Inception v3, Xception. The
numerical test results on 17 ICH dataset show that SVM models learned
from Inception v3 and Xception features give good accuracy of 61.54%
and 62.89% respectively. We propose to stack SVM models using differ-
ent visual features to improve the classification result performed by any
single one. Triplets (SVM-Xception, SVM-Inception-v3, SVM-VGG19),
(SVM-Xception, SVM-Inception-v3, SVM-SIFT-BoW) achieve 65.32%
of the classification correctness.

Keywords: Images of the intangible cultural heritage in the Mekong
Delta · Image classification · Visual features · Support vector machines ·
Stacking.

1 Introduction

The Aniage project1 focuses on high dimensional heterogeneous data based ani-
mation techniques for Southeast Asian Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH) digi-
tal content. It aims to develop novel techniques and tools to reduce the produc-
tion costs and improve the level of automation without sacrificing the control

1 https://www.euh2020aniage.org
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from the artists, in order to preserve the performing art related ICHs of South-
east Asia. The classification of ICH images2 is the work package in the AniAge
project.

The main aim is to automatically classify the image into one of predefined
ICH categories. It requires to collect high quality ICH images organized by their
categories (classes/labels) and study vision approaches to classify ICH images.
To pursue this goal, we build an images dataset of 17 ICH categories by querying
a text-based web search engine of Google, followed which we manually annotate
them. And then, we explore popular vision approaches to deal with the classifica-
tion task of ICH images. The extraction of visual features are performed by three
popular handcrafted features such as the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT
[15,16]) and the bag-of-words model (BoW [22,13,2]), the histogram of oriented
gradients (HOG [7]), the GIST [18]. Recent pre-trained deep learning networks,
including VGG19 [21], ResNet50 [10], Inception v3 [23], Xception [5] are used to
extract invariant features from ICH images. And then, Support vector machines
(SVM [24]) models are learned from visual features to classify ICH images. The
numerical test results on 17 ICH dataset show that SVM models learned from
Inception-v3 and Xception features give good accuracy of 61.54% and 62.89% re-
spectively. We propose to stack SVM classifiers using different visual features to
improve classification results given by any single one. Triplets (SVM-Xception,
SVM-Inception-v3, SVM-VGG19), (SVM-Xception, SVM-Inception-v3, SVM-
SIFT-BoW) achieve 65.32% of the classification correctness.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes how to collect a dataset
of ICH images and how to build classification models from vision approaches.
Section 3 shows the experimental results before conclusions and future works
presented in section 4.

2 Classification of intangible cultural heritage images

The classification system of ICH images in Fig. 1 follows the usual framework for
the classification of images. It involves three steps: 1) building the high quality
dataset of images, 2) extracting visual features from images and representing
them, and 3) training SVM classifiers.

2.1 The dataset of intangible cultural heritage images

Firstly, we need to build the dataset of ICH images in the Mekong Delta, Viet-
nam. Fig. 2 shows an images sample of 17 ICH categories. Our proposal is to
collect ICH images from Google due to the availability of this biggest public
repository. It just does image search by textual query being key words related to
17 ICH categories and retrieve them. However, there are still noisy and irrelevant
images. And then we do the manual post-processing stage and tagging images
to obtain the high quality images organized by their ICH categories. Table 1
presents the dataset description with a total of 7409 images.

2 http://aniage.ctu.edu.vn/myproj
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Fig. 1. Framework for classifying ICH images

Fig. 2. Images of 17 ICH categories
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Table 1. Dataset description of 17 ICH categories

No Category #Images

1 Đờn ca tài tử Nam Bộ 513

2 Nghệ thuật Chăm riêng chà pây Khmer 185

3 Nghề Dệt chiếu 642

4 Lễ hội cúng biển Mỹ Long 398

5 Nghệ thuật sân khấu Dù kê Khmer 404

6 Lễ hội Ok om bok Khmer 465

7 Lễ hội vía Bà Chúa Xứ Núi Sam 405

8 Đại lễ Kỳ yên Đình Tân Phước Tây 223

9 Lễ hội vía Bà Ngũ Hành 569

10 Lễ hội Làm chay 365

11 Nghề đóng xuồng ghe Long định 281

12 Nghề Đan tre 641

13 Lễ cúng Việc lề 447

14 Lễ hội Đua bò Bảy Núi 449

15 Lễ hội Nghinh Ông 523

16 Lễ hội anh hùng Trương Định 361

17 Văn hóa chợ nổi Cái Răng 538

Total 7409

2.2 Visual approaches for classifying intangible cultural heritage
images

Visual approaches perform the classification task of ICH images via two key
steps. The first one is to extract visual features from images and represent them.
Followed which, the second one is to train SVM models to classify images.

Three popular methods for handcrafted features include the scale-invariant
feature transform (SIFT [15,16]) and the bag-of-words model (BoW [22,13,2]),
the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG [7]), the GIST [18].

Scale-invariant feature transform: The SIFT descriptors [15,16]) and the
bag-of-words model (BoW) are the most commonly image represenation for tasks
of images classification [22,13,2]. The SIFT method detects the appearance of
the object at particular interest points, invariant to image scale, rotation, and
also robust to changes in illumination, noise, and occlusion.

Histogram of oriented gradients: The HOG descriptors are used for human
detection [7]. The HOG method computes the distribution of local intensity
gradients or edge directions to describe local object appearance and shape within
an image. The combined distributions form the image representation. The HOG
descriptor is invariant to geometric and photometric transformations, except for
object orientation.

GIST: The GIST descriptors proposed by [18] are used for images retrieval.
The GIST method uses Gabor filters to extract the set of perceptual dimensions
(naturalness, openness, roughness, expansion, ruggedness) that represent the
spatial structure of a scene.
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Recent deep learning networks such as VGG19 [21], ResNet50 [10], Inception
v3 [23], Xception [5] are pre-trained on ImageNet dataset [8]. These deep learning
networks are used to extract invariant features from ICH images.

VGG19: The VGG19 network architecture [21] consists of 19 weight layers for
large scale image recognition. The VGG19 network uses only 3x3 convolutional
layers stacked on top of each other to develop depth. The max pooling layers are
used to reduce volume size. From the input layer to the last max pooling layer
are used as features extraction of images.

ResNet50: The ResNet50 network architecture [10] is designed with 50 weight
layers for image recognition. The ResNet50 develops extremely deep networks by
proposed micro-architecture modules (called network-in-network). Furthermore,
network layers try to fit a residual mapping instead of desired one. From the
input layer to the last pooling layer or the last convolutional layer are used to
extract image features.

Inception-v3: The ”Inception” module proposed by [23] is to learn multi-level
features for image classification. The main idea uses 1x1, 3x3 and 5x5 convo-
lutions within the Inception module of the network. And then these Inception
modules are stacked on top of each other. The reduction of volume size bases
on 1x1 convolutions. From the input layer to the last pooling layer or the last
convolutional layer are regarded as features extractor for images.

Xception: The ”Xception” network proposed by [4] is an extension of the
Inception architecture. The Xception replaces the standard depthwise separable
convolution (the depthwise convolution followed by a pointwise convolution) by
the new modified one without any intermediate activation being the pointwise
convolution followed by a depthwise convolution. Features extraction for images
is performed by layers from the input layer to the last pooling layer or the last
convolutional layer.

Support vector machines: For a binary classification problem depicted in
Fig. 3, the SVM algorithm proposed by [24] tries to find the best separating
plane furthest from both class +1 and class -1. To pursue this aim, the training
SVM algorithm simultaneously maximize the margin (or the distance) between
the supporting planes for each class and minimize errors.

The binary SVM solver can be extended for dealing with the multi-class
problems (c classes, c ≥ 3). The main idea is to decompose multi-class into
a series of binary SVMs, including One-Versus-All [24], One-Versus-One [12].
The One-Versus-All strategy (as illustrated in Fig. 4) builds c different binary
SVM models where the ith one separates the ith class from the rest. The One-
Versus-One strategy (as illustrated in Fig. 5) constructs c(c− 1)/2 binary SVM
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Fig. 3. Classification of the datapoints into two classes
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Fig. 4. Multi-class SVM (One-Versus-All)
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models for all the binary pairwise combinations of the c classes. The class is
then predicted with the largest distance vote. In practice, the One-Versus-All
strategy is implemented in LIBLINEAR [9] and the One-Versus-One technique
is also used in LibSVM [3].

SVM algorithms use different kernel functions [6] for dealing with non-linear
classification tasks. The commonly non-linear kernel functions include a polyno-
mial function of degree d, a radial basis function (RBF).

3 Experimental results

In this section, we present experimental results of different visual approaches for
classifying ICH images. We implement them in Python using library Keras [4]
with backend Tensorflow [1], library Scikit-learn [19] and library OpenCV [11].
All experiments are conducted on a machine Linux Fedora 23, Intel(R) Core i7-
4790 CPU, 3.6 GHz, 4 cores and 32 GB main memory and the Nvidia GeForce
GTX 960M 2GB GPU.

The image dataset of 17 ICH categories in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam is
randomly split into the trainset (6001 images), the validation set (667 images)
and testset (749 images). We use the trainset to build visual classification models.
Then, results are reported on the testset using the resulting visual classification
models.

3.1 Tuning parameters

We use the validation set to tune parameters for building visual classification
models on the trainset. With methods for feature extractor and image represen-
tation, only handcrafted features SIFT and BoW model needs tuning the number
of clusters (visual words) well-known as the parameter of kmeans algorithm [17].
We try to vary the number of visual words from 1000 to 5000 for finding the
best experimental results. And then, the results are unchanged while increasing
the number of visual words over 2000. Therefore, we use 2000 visual words for
the BoW model.

With SVM models, we propose to use RBF kernel functions because it is
general and efficient [14]. There is need to tune the hyper-parameter γ of RBF
function [K〈xi, xj〉 = exp(−γ||xi − xj ||2)] and the cost C (a trade-off between
the margin size and the errors) to obtain the best correctness. Finally, we find
out best parameters’ SVM in Table 2 for visual classification models.

3.2 Classification results for 17 ICH categories

We obtain classification results of visual approaches in Table 3 and Fig. 6. The
highest accuracy is bold-faced and the second one is in italic. In the comparison
among visual classification approaches, we can see that methods for handcrafted
features extraction such as SIFT-BoW, HOG, GIST are not suited for classifying
ICH images. Recent deep networks (excepting ResNet50) for extracting invariant
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Table 2. Hyper-parameters for training SVM models

No Feature extraction method γ C

1 SIFT and BoW 0.0001 1000000

2 HOG 0.1 100000

3 GIST 5 1000000

4 VGG19 0.005 100000

5 ResNet50 0.005 100000

6 Inception-v3 0.005 100000

7 Xception 0.005 100000

features from ICH images are most accurate results. Typically, Xception and In-
ception v3 achieve 62.89% and 61.54% in terms of overall classification accuracy,
respectively. We also try to tune these pre-trained deep networks by re-training
about their 10% of layers from our image trainset but obtained results can not
be improved even degraded.

Table 3. Overall classification accuracy for 17 ICH categories

No Visual approach Accuracy (%)

1 SVM-SIFT-BoW 33.87

2 SVM-HOG 32.93

3 SVM-GIST 37.25

4 SVM-VGG19 50.47

5 SVM-ResNet50 34.14

6 SVM-Inception-v3 61.54

7 SVM-Xception 62.89

3.3 Stacking of SVM classifiers for classifying 17 ICH categories

We propose to use voting scheme [25] among visual models to improve classifi-
cation correctness for ICH images. The main idea is to combine multiple visual
classifiers learned for the classification task by weighted voting between the pre-
diction of each visual classifier V Ci as illustrated in equation (1).

Majority−vote{w1∗pred(x, V C1)+w2∗pred(x, V C2)+. . .+wk∗pred(x, V Ck)}
(1)

Voting schemes always use the visual classifier SVM-Xception because this
model gives the best result. Followed which, other visual models are included in
voting schemes with the hope that the models can complement one another in
the classification. Table 4 and Fig. 7 show results obtained by weighted voting
schemes.
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Fig. 6. Overall classification accuracy for 17 ICH categories

The couple of SVM-Xception and SVM-Inception-v3 improves 1.62% and
2.97% of classification correctness against SVM-Xception and SVM-Inception-
v3, respectively.

The improvements of the triplet SVM-Xception, SVM-Inception-v3 and SVM-
VGG19 over each single visual classifier are 2.43%, 3.78% and 14.85%, respec-
tively.

The triplet SVM-Xception, SVM-Inception-v3 and SVM-SIFT-BoW achieves
the best accuracy as the triplet SVM-Xception, SVM-Inception-v3 and SVM-
VGG19. It also improves 31.45% of the accuracy compared to SVM-SIFT-BoW.

Table 4. Overall classification accuracy of voting schemes for 17 ICH categories

No Voting scheme Accuracy (%)

8 0.85*SVM-Xception + 0.15*SVM-SIFT-BoW 63.29

9 0.8*SVM-Xception + 0.2*SVM-HOG 63.02

10 0.8*SVM-Xception + 0.2*SVM-GIST 63.02

11 0.75*SVM-Xception + 0.25*SVM-VGG19 63.56

12 0.75*SVM-Xception + 0.25*SVM-ResNet50 63.02

13 0.65*SVM-Xception + 0.35*SVM-Inception-v3 64.51

14 0.55*SVM-Xception + 0.225*SVM-Inception-v3 + 0.225*SVM-VGG19 65.32

15 0.65*SVM-Xception + 0.22*SVM-Inception-v3 + 0.13*SVM-SIFT-BoW 65.32

4 Conclusion and future works

We have presented visual approaches for classifying images of the intangible
cultural heritage (ICH) in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam. We collect an images
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Fig. 7. Overall classification accuracy of voting schemes for 17 ICH categories

dataset of 17 ICH categories from Google and manually tagging images according
to their categories. Visual approaches are used to deal with the ICH image
classification. The feature extraction methods include three popular handcrafted
features such as SIFT-BoW, HOG, GIST and four recent deep learning networks
of invariant features like VGG19, ResNet50, Inception v3, Xception. Followed
which SVM models are learned from these visual features to classify ICH images.
The numerical results on 17 ICH dataset show that SVM-Xception and SVM-
Inception-v3 give good accuracy of 61.54% and 62.89% respectively. We propose
to use voting schemes between visual models to improve the classification result
performed by any single one. Triplets (SVM-Xception, SVM-Inception-v3, SVM-
VGG19), (SVM-Xception, SVM-Inception-v3, SVM-SIFT) achieve 65.32% of the
classification correctness.

These visual approaches can be used to re-rank images retrieved from Google
and then we select top-ranked images for automated organizing ICH images by
their ICH categories. It allows us to build a large number of images for a specified
ICH category. Another approach [20] for developing the images database size
combines textual and visual features.
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